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Re the EDF planning may I raise two points.

1. Having been past Hinckley Point at night and seen the size of the crane that is being
used to build this may I raise an objection re Sizewell C. Namely the height and the
fact that it is lit 24/7. In Somerset this is fine as the area is fairly vacant. In Suffolk
there are large farms and herds of pigs. These are moved around on a regular basis
but has anyone considered the height fact of the crane and the flatness of the
Suffolk countryside? No stock on any of these farms are going to be able to sleep!
2. The issue of water and the possibility of a Desalinating plant. here there are three
issues
a. the site is too small for the power station as it is so where is this going to be sited?
The area is one on of SSSI and an AONB so that hopefully precludes a sewage plant
as a concept.
b. Salination plants are not very efficient. I have worked in the Gulf ( the main place
for these) and they are large. To produce the figures of the water required the scale
of this plant ( no plans yet from EDF) will enormous and will both have an effect on
Point a. and probably need a separate consultation. This would set back the build of
Sizewell C even further.
c. EDF were mooting Sizewell C nearly 20 years ago. If in this length of planning they
were never aware of the shortage of water how far can they be trusted with any
other planning procedure and what due diligence levels have been used on other
aspects? The trial version of this reactor in China is now off line for non specified
reasons. What penalty clauses would be in place for a failure to deliver ?
yours sincerely
John Walford
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